IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management
Act 1991
AND
IN THE MATTER of Proposed Plan Change
PC88J Precincts to the Whangarei District Plan.
RIGHT OF REPLY – COUNCIL REPORTING PLANNER, MELISSA MCGRATH
MAY IT PLEASE THE COMMITTEE:
Introduction
This is Part 11 of the Right of Reply (ROR) report. This part should be read in conjunction with the other
Parts 1 – 10. This ROR has been prepared by Melissa McGrath on behalf of the Whangarei District
Council (WDC) in response to matters raised at the hearing for Proposed Plan Changes 88J Precincts
(PC88J) to the WDC Operative District Plan (WDP).
My Statements of Qualifications and Experience are provided in Part 12 of the section 42A Hearing
Report (s42A). The opinions expressed in this ROR, are based on my qualifications and experience,
and are within my areas of expertise. If I rely on the evidence or opinions of another, my evidence will
acknowledge that.
Attached to this ROR are:
Attachment 1: Right of Reply Recommendation, Track Changed Precinct Chapter
Attachment 2: Right of Reply Recommendation, Track Changed PNDA Chapter
Attachment 3: Correspondence from Port Nikau Joint Venture
Matters raised during the hearing
During the hearing, several questions and points of clarification were raised by the Hearing Panel that
were not responded to during the hearing. The following table addresses those matters. Also
summarised in the table are responses to evidence and information presented by submitters listed in
the table below during the course of the hearing. Any changes that I recommend as a result of the ROR
are highlighted in green in the revised track change version of the plan change provisions which are
included as Attachments 1 and 2. Proposed changes previously recommended in the s42A report are
still indicated with strikethroughs representing recommended deletions and underlined writing
representing recommended additions.
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Submitter
New Zealand Refining Company Limited (Refining NZ)
BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited, and Z Energy
Limited (The Oil Companies)
Port Nikau Joint Venture Limited (PNJV)
Port Nikau Three Joint Venture Limited (PNTJV)
New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA)

Submission #
260 and X52
101
224 and X383
142
X331

PREC1 – Oil Refinery Precinct (Part 12, Section A)
Mr Blair Masefield presented evidence on behalf of Refining NZ supporting the following relief sought:
a.

An additional precinct policy to enable alternative methods of electricity generation 1 (260.12).

b.

Clarification of amendments to ‘oil refinery activities definition’ (260.13).

c.

Support for original relief sought with respect to building setback and lighting rules (260.14 and
16). A refinement of relief sought to seek a specific maximum building height within the precinct 2
(260.16).

Evidence presented has not changed my position with respect to (a) additional precinct policies, my
s42A recommendation stands.
Consistent with my original s42A recommendation, I continue to support the amendments to the
definition of ‘oil refinery activities’ and insertion of a setback rule.
With regard to (c) above, Mr Masefield has recommended the following provision wording:
HEIGHT
Activity Status: Permitted
Construction, alteration or replacement of a building or structure is a permitted activity if:
1. The building or structure exists at [operative date] and following the alteration or replacement works, its height
is not materially increased; or
2. In the case of the existing Flare Stack, following alteration or replacement, its height is not increased above
130m above ground level; or
3. One (1) additional Furnace Stack is constructed to a height not exceeding 75m above ground level; or
4. Up to three (3) additional Columns are constructed to a height not exceeding 56m above ground level. a. 20m
above ground level; or
b. 40m above ground level provided no more than 25% of the net site area is occupied by buildings and structures
that exceed 20m above ground level.
For all other buildings and structures not covered above, the maximum permitted height is:
Activity Status when not Permitted: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of Discretion:
1. The effects of the bulk and location of the building or structure;
2. The effects on Cultural Values, Outstanding Natural Character, Outstanding Natural Landscapes and
Outstanding Natural Features;
3. Methods to avoid, remedy or mitigate significant adverse effects from the structure height; and
4. The operational and safety requirements for the structure.
Notification:

1

Legal Submissions on Behalf of The New Zealand Refining Company Limited, dated 6 December 2019, Page 4 and 5.
Memorandum of Counsel on Behalf of The New Zealand Refining Company Limited (No.3), dated 10 December 2019,
Paragraph 6.
2
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Applications processed under this rule are precluded from public notification.

I have sought further clarification from Refining NZ, having liaised with Mr Masefield with respect to the
recommended height rule. Refining NZ have confirmed that ‘flare stack’, ‘furnace stack’ and ‘columns’
would fit within the recommended definition of ‘major structure’ and would not be defined as ‘buildings’.
As such it is my opinion that the major structure and building height rules should be separated to improve
understanding, efficiency and effectiveness.
Mr Masefield has recommended a building height rule which maintains a building height consistent with
my recommendation for the underlying Heavy Industrial Zone. Therefore, I conclude that PREC1 does
not require an exemption rule for building height.
I recommend amendments to the PREC1 rules to amend the building height rule and insert a major
structure height rule to provide certainty of the relationship between the underlying HIZ-R2 and the
recommended building height rule.

I have liaised with Mr Masefield who has confirmed that my

recommended major structure rule is acceptable (refer to ROR Part 5 Attachment 3).
Mr Brad Coombs, Landscape Architect, has reviewed the evidence provided by Refining NZ and
confirmed at the hearing that he did not have significant concerns with the revised position.
I recommend that PREC1 is amended as detailed in ROR Part 5 Attachment 2.
Mr Jon Styles Noise Consultant has reviewed the noise evidence provided by Refining NZ and has
concluded with the findings.
The Oil Companies identify an error in the s42A recommendation, track changes to Oil Refinery
Activities definition. I confirm that an error occurred when applying the track changes to the definition
of Oil Refinery Activities in consequential amendments document.
I recommend that the definition of Oil Refinery Activities is amended as detailed in the ROR Part
1, Attachment 1.
Port Nikau Joint Venture (PNJV) (Part 12, Section C)
Mr Hood has presented evidence supporting the original PNJV submission seeking a development area
and precincts to replace the operative Port Nikau Environment (PNE), including tabling a revised set of
recommended Port Nikau Development Area (PNDA) provisions.
My opinion remains unchanged that either planning tool, a Precinct or a Development Area, could be
applied to this location. Achieving the outcomes sought with efficient and effective methods is the
challenge.
I made two s42A recommendations with the primary being to retain the notified Port Nikau Precinct
(PNP) and the secondary being to accept in part the PNDA subject to further information being supplied 3
combined with appropriate, efficient and effective provisions. Mr Hood has provided further information
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Part 12 of the s42A, paragraph 44
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in response to the matters raised in the s42A report4. I discuss the matters raised and information
supplied below.
Requested Precincts A and B
PNJV has requested two precincts PNP A and B. In his evidence Mr Hood supported this request (cross
referencing to his evidence and reasoning on behalf of Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (PNTJV)). I
address the PNTJV evidence later in this report. My opinion with respect to Precincts A and B remains
unchanged5 I do not support the introduction of precincts PNP A and B.
Requested Exemption from District Wide Chapters
PNJV has sought various exemptions from TRA, TWM, EARTH, SD and SUB, District Wide Chapters.
I note that Mr Burgoyne has responded to Mr Hood’s evidence for TRA, TWM and EARTH submission
points in Part 8 of the ROR, I support his recommendations. My opinion with respect the exemption
from District Wide Chapters has not changed as a result of this evidence 6.
PNDA Urban Design
In response to the s42A and Mr Riley’s recommendation, Mr Hood and Construckt have supplied a
sample of more detailed PNDA plans to demonstrate that potential effects can be managed through
urban design and building typology selection7.

This exercise has led Mr Hood to conclude that

amendments to the PNDA provisions are required to achieve good quality outcomes. Mr Hood in his
tabled provisions has recommended amendments to PNDA-R9 and PNDA-R16 8.
Refer to paragraph 30 below for further discussion with respect to PNDA-R9 and PNDA-R16.
PNDA Transport
In response to the s42A Mr Hood presented evidence9 outlining his basis for supporting the exemption
from Integrated Transport Assessment requirements (ITA).
Mr Collins presented evidence on behalf of New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) supporting their
further submission in opposition to PNJV, in his view the PNDA (or the PNP) should not be exempt from
the requirements of the TRA15 and TRA1610. This evidence is further clarified by Mr Gribbon in his
Memorandum of Counsel for the NZTA in response to questions from the hearing panel11.
Mr Burgoyne has responded to the PNJV submission point seeking exemption from the TRA in ROR
Part 8, I concur with his recommendations. Mr McKenzie has reviewed the evidence and has provided
a detailed response refer to ROR Part 1 Attachment 5. Overall Mr McKenzie is of the opinion that an
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Part 12 of the s42A, paragraph 74
Part 12 of the s42A, paragraphs 48 - 50
6 Part 12 of the s42A, paragraphs 51 - 54
7
Pre-circulated evidence Mr Hood, paragraphs 10 - 14
8
Tabled
evidence
Mr
Hood,
on
behalf
of
PNJV
–
Recommended
Provisions
see
http://www.wdc.govt.nz/PlansPoliciesandBylaws/Plans/DistrictPlan/DistrictPlanChanges/Documents/PC-Urban-andServices/12-Evidence-Received-at-Hearings/5-Dec-Tabled-Evidence-Port-Nikau-Joint-Venture.pdf
9 Tabled evidence Mr Hood, on behalf of PNJV paragraphs 15 - 23
10
Pre-circulated evidence Mr Collins on behalf of NZTA pages 10 and 11
11
Memorandum of Counsel for the NZTA in response to questions from the hearing panel, paragraphs 3.19 – 3.29
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ITA should be prepared at the time of the application to ensure that it assesses the specific scale and
nature of the activity proposed. I rely on the evidence of Mr McKenzie and do not support exempting the
PNTJV and PNJV land from the ITA rule requirements. I rely upon Mr McKenzie’s expert opinion with
respect to the appropriateness of the ITA provisions.
PNDA Noise
No further evidence was presented with respect to noise. My s42A recommendation stands.
PNDA Infrastructure
In response to the s42A, Mr Hood presented evidence outlining his basis for supporting the exemption
from the TWM requirements. Mr Burgoyne has responded to the PNJV submission point seeking
exemption from the TWM in ROR Part 8, I concur with his recommendations PNDA Provisions
In my s42A report I detailed my opinion with respect to the requested PNDA rules (further submission
version)12 and attached a recommended version of the PNDA rules as part of my secondary
recommendation. Mr Hood has provided evidence in response13. In the following table I provide my
opinion:

12
13

Provision

Summary
Evidence

of

Mr

Hood’s

PNDA-O2 Infrastructure

Redundant
given
infrastructure capacity
already been confirmed.

PNDA-P3
Street
Networks and Formation

The word ‘effective’ appears
twice and the word ‘by’ may be
missing.

Agree.

PNDA-P8 Mixed Use

The words “to the” should be
added before the words “Mixed
Use Area”.

Agree.

PNDA-R54 and R57

Consideration should be given
to including Food and Beverage
and Care Centre activities as
permitted activities in the Mixed
Use Area as the effects of both
of
these
activities
are
adequately managed by the
NAV provisions.

Following discussion with Mr Hood and
the certainty provided through the
identification of a Mixed Use Area, I can
support a permitted activity with
management of the GFA to maintain a
fine grained and active frontage.

PNDA-P10 Subdivision

Minor typos.

Agree.

that
has

Response

As previously detailed, in my opinion the
TWM and TRA provisions should apply
and therefore PNDA-O2 is not
redundant.

Part 12 of the s42A – paragraphs 62 to 72.
Pre-circulated evidence of Mr Hood on behalf of PNJV dated 7 November 2019, paragraphs 17 - 29
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PNDA-R1 Any Activity

The proposed TRA and TWM
exemptions should be added to
2.

As previously detailed, in my opinion the
TWM and TRA provisions should apply.
I do not support the insertion of an
exemption.

PNDA-R3
Contributions

Financial

Exchange the word ‘may’ for
‘shall’.

Evidence presented has not changed my
opinion and the s42A recommendation
stands.

PNDA-R5 Street and
Pedestrian Networks

Matter of discretion 2 should not
include the words “consistency
with”.

Agree.

PNDA-R6 Open Space

Delete the word “all”. Matter of
discretion 2 should not include
the words “consistency with”.

Agree.

Mr Hood tabled a revised set of PNDA provisions which included amendments to rules PNDA-R9 to
PNDA-R16 to incorporate assessment of building typologies. It was confirmed that the hearing that Mr
Hood and I would review these building typology provisions to attempt to reach an agreed position. The
Commissioners asked whether consideration should be given to applying a capacity cap to the entire
PNDA.
In preparation of this reply I have been working collaboratively with Mr Hood to try to reach an agreed
position with respect to technical planning aspects of the PNDA.

We have identified a number of

aspects which needed further clarity:


Specificity of building typologies within the residential areas to avoid potential adverse effects
between larger scale buildings (apartments or multi-unit development) and to provide greater
certainty of residential capacity.



Clarity of the built form associated with commercial activities to be provided for within the mixeduse area.



Staging plans and the provision of open space.



Certainty of the spatial layout of the area within the Local Centre underlying zone.

In my opinion it is necessary to amend the PNDA plans to accompany the provisions, PNJV have
confirmed that they will provide the following plans by 21 February 2020:


A plan showing the underlying zones in the PNDA.



A plan showing the various sub-areas within the PNDA which are:
o

Residential Area ‘A’.

o

Residential Area ‘B’.

o

Residential Area ‘C’.

o

Local Centre.
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A suite of building typologies applicable to Residential Area ‘A’.



A suite of building typologies applicable to Residential Areas ‘B’ and ‘C’.



A plan showing the fixed spatial layout of buildings in Residential Area ‘A’ (to scale).



A plan showing the fixed spatial layout of buildings in the Local Centre (town centre) Zone (to
scale).



Street cross sections.

Attachment 2 is an amended PNDA chapter, with provisions other than those noted, agreed between
Mr Hood and me.
Recommendation
PNJV have provided further information and evidence to support the PNDA.

In my opinion the

amendments detailed within Attachment 2 are appropriate and generally consistent with the submission
s32, the s42A s32AA evaluations and provide effective and efficient methods to achieve the proposed
objectives (outcomes of the PNE).
Subject to the information identified in paragraph 31 above being satisfactorily provided by PNJV by 21
February 2020 , I recommend that the Commissioners:
a.

Accept in part the PNJV submission and delete the entire notified PNP and replace it with the PNDA
as set out in Attachment 2.

b.

Accept in part the PNJV submission and provide for an exemption for the PNDA from the
Subdivision Chapter but no other exemptions from District Wide Chapters.

c.

Reject the PNJV submission with respect to the requested Port Nikau Precinct Areas A and B,
retaining the notified underlying zoning in those locations as Light Industrial Zone (LIZ).

d.

Accept the agreed PNDA provisions as detailed within Attachment 2.

e.

Amend the District Plan Zone maps 10, 13 and 73 to reflect the underlying zoning of the PNDA and
delete reference to the PNP.

If the Commissioners are of a mind to retain the PNP (rather than the PNDA recommendation in
paragraph 35), then I provide the following responses and recommendations to evidence presented by
Heron and NZTA.
Port Nikau Precinct (PNP) Objectives and Policies (Part 12 Section D)
Mr Arbuthnot14 presented evidence on behalf of Heron agreeing with the s42A recommendation.

14

Pre-circulated evidence, Mr Arbuthnot paragraphs 6.1 – 6.4
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Port Nikau Precinct (PNP) Rules (Part 12 Section E)
Mr Arbuthnot15 presented evidence on behalf of Heron confirming that Heron accepts the changes
recommended in the s42A recommendation.
Mr Collins16 presented evidence on behalf of NZTA. Mr Collins supported the primary recommendation
of the s42A report (to apply a precinct to Port Nikau being the PNP), subject to a number of minor
amendments. If the Commissioners are of a mind to accept the PNP then I agree with the minor
amendments requested by Mr Collins listed in paragraphs 5.17 (a) – (c) in his evidence.
I note that Mr Collins17 prefers a traffic impact assessment rule that is specific to the PNP or the PNDA
which will specifically require assessment of key intersections.

The appropriateness of the ITA

provisions are discussed in paragraphs 23 - 25.
Port Nikau Three Joint Venture (PNTJV) (Part 12 Section F)
Mr Hood presented evidence supporting the original PNTJV submission 148, seeking a precinct to apply
to the subject site and seeking exemption from LIZ rules focusing on:
a. LIZ-R5 fencing rule – requesting permitted electrified and/or barbed wire fortified fences.
b. LIZ-R3(1)(d) setback from MHWS – deletion of the rule.
c.

LIZ-R7 – R11(2) Industrial Activities – opposing s42A recommendation.

d. LIZ-R7-R11(4) Industrial Activities – opposing the 30m setback from Residential Zone
boundaries.
e. LIZ-R22 General Retail – opposition to notified activity status.
f.

LIZ-R33 – R38 – opposition of non-complying activity status.

I maintain my primary opinion as expressed in the s42, I do not support a precinct applying to the subject
site, Mr Hood has not provided any further evidence in my opinion to justify this location requiring a
different policy regime to other LIZ zoned land.
Mr Hood has not presented evidence to change my position with respect to LIZ-R5 fencing.
I have recommended an alternative solution with respect to LIZ-R3, refer to ROR Part 5 for further
information.
I have recommended an alternative solution with respect to LIZ-R7 – R11(2) and (4), refer to ROR Part
5 for further information.
Mr Hood has not presented evidence to change my position with respect to LIZ-R22, R33 – R38.
I recommend that submission 142 be accepted in part in accordance with the amendments
recommended in ROR Part 5.

15

Pre-circulated evidence, Mr Arbuthnot paragraphs 6.1 – 6.4
Pre-circulated evidence Mr Collins on behalf of NZTA, paragraphs 5.15 – 5.17
17
Pre-circulated evidence, Mr Collins on behalf of NTA, paragraphs 5.8 – 5.14
16
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Conclusions and Recommendations
After carefully considering the evidence received in relation to each topic, I recommend that PC88J be
amended to the extent detailed above and as illustrated in Attachments 1 and 2.
The revised provisions [Attachments 1 and 2] have been detailed and compared above against viable
alternatives in terms of their costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness and risk in accordance with the
relevant clauses of s32AA. Overall, it is considered that the revised provisions represent the most
efficient and effective means of achieving the RMA and PC88J.
I have read and concur with any recommendations from other parts of this ROR that result in
amendments to PC88J to the extent illustrated in Attachments 1 and 2.

Author

Melissa McGrath
District Plan Manager
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Attachment 1

Precincts (PREC)
Overview Issues
A precinct spatially identifies and manages an area where two or more additional place-based
provisions apply which to modify or refine aspects of the policy approach or outcomes
anticipated in of the underlying zZone(s) or refine or modify land use outcomes. Each precinct
is provided as a different section with a unique name and purpose and includes objectives,
polices and rules for that precinct. If a precinct applies to only one underlying zone it will be
located in the relevant zone chapter, if a precinct applies to multiple underlying zones it will be
located in the precincts chapter.
The objectives, policies and rules of the underlying zZone apply in addition to any relevant
provisions of a precinct unless stated otherwise. The underlying Zone rules shall apply when
a precinct does not state a precinct rule for the same activity.
As stated in Rule HPW-R1.2, where an activity is subject to a precinct rule and the activity
status of that activity in the precinct is different to the activity status in the zZone or in the
district-wide matter rules, then the activity status in the precinct takes precedence over the
activity status in the zZone or district-wide matter rules, whether that activity status is more or
less restrictive.
Relocate PREC1 to HI Chapter
PREC1 – Oil Refinery Precinct (ORP) Marsden Point Energy Precinct (MPEP)
Overview Issues
The Oil Refinery Precinct (ORP) Marsden Point Energy Precinct (MPEP) applies to the land
associated with the Marsden Point Oil Refinery, which is identified as regionally significant
infrastructure. The ORP Marsden Point Energy Precinct permits all activities that are related
to the primary function of the oil refinery site. Thus, in addition to the day to day running of the
refinery, the ORP Marsden Point Energy Precinct provides for the needs of staff and visitors,
and includes workers’ accommodation.
Objectives
ORP-O1 MPEP – O1
Regional Significance

Recognise and provide for the Marsden Point Oil Refinery as
regionally significant infrastructure.

Policies
ORP-P1 MPEP – P1
– Oil Refinery
Functioning

To enable the operation, maintenance and upgrading of the Marsden
Point Oil Refinery by providing for activities which are related to the
primary function of the oil refinery site.

Rules
ORP-R1 MPEP –
R1

Oil Refinery Activities

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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Activity Status: Permitted

ORP-R1 MPEP –
R2

Building Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted

Relocate PREC2 to MU Chapter

PREC2 – Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct (HPP)
Overview Issues
The Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct (HPP) enables an expanded range of mixed-use activities
within a portion of the Mixed-uUse Zone between Dent and Herekino Streets. The activities
supported by the HPP Hīhīaua Peninsula Precinct include residential units at ground floor,
smaller scale retail activities, and food and beverage activities.
Objectives
HPP-O1 – Hīhīaua
Peninsula

Hīhīaua Peninsula is a diverse, vibrant and attractive location to live,
work and play.

Policies
HPP-P1
Enabled Activities

To support a wider range of mixed-use activities by enabling smaller
scale general retail activities, and food and beverage activities.

Rules
HPP-R1

Residential Unit
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
Every residential unit provides a
Net Floor Area n internal area
(excluding garages) of at least:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Matters of discretion:

For 1 bedroom – 45m2
For 2 bedrooms – 70m2
For 3 bedrooms – 90m2
For more than 3 bedrooms –
90m2 plus 12m2 for each
additional bedroom.

ROR Recommendation

January 2020

The design, size and layout of
buildings to provide appropriate
privacy and amenity for occupants
on-site.
The proximity of the site to
communal or public open space
that has the potential to mitigate
any lack of private outdoor living
space.
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Every 1 bedroom residential unit
contains an outdoor living court of
at least 4m2 and at least 1.5m
depth.
Every 2+ bedroom residential unit
contains an outdoor living court of
at least 8m2 and at least 2.4m
depth.

HPP-R2

Adverse effects on active frontage.
Notification:
Any application for a residential unit
which does not comply with HPP-R1
shall not require the written consent of
affected persons and shall not be
notified or limited-notified unless
Council decides that special
circumstances exist under section
95A(4) of the Resource Management
Act 1991.

General Retail
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.
1. 2. The maximum Business Net Floor
Area is 600m2.
HPP-R3

Food and Beverage Activity
Activity Status: Permitted

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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PREC31 – Port Nikau Precinct (PNP)
Overview Issues
The Port Nikau Precinct (PNP) enables the development of a liveable, mixed use environment
where people can practically live, work and play within the area with a specific focus on
amenity values, urban design and open space.
The following underlying zones apply in the Port Nikau Precinct:







High-d Medium Density Residential Zone
Mixed Use Zone
Local Commercial Centre Zone
Light Industryial Zone
Heavy Industryial Zone
Open Space and Recreation Zone

Port Nikau Precinct Appendix A identifies:





Buffer and Transition Areas where incompatible land use may occur and activities
are managed.
Noise Areas 1 and 2 where noise sensitive activities and exposure to noise is
managed.
Ecological Buffer to protect the existing bird wader habitat of ecological
significance along the south-western boundary of the precinct.
Harbour Edge Shared Space where land based activities interact with water.

Objectives
PNP-O1 – Liveable
Precinct

Create a liveable, mixed use environment where people can live,
work and play within the Port Nikau Precinct.

PNP-O2 –
Infrastructure and
Services

Ensure adequate provision of infrastructure and services to meet
development capacity while recognising the impacts of development
on existing infrastructure networks.

PNP-O3 –
Biodiversity

Ensure that the development of the site allows for the maintenance
of existing (pre-development) ecological values.

PNP-O4 – Reverse
Sensitivity

Manage reverse sensitivity effects between Zones and incompatible
land use activities.

PNP-O5 – Open
Space

Create a strong network of open space for recreation and public
access to the coastal marine area.

Policies

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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PNP-P1 – Precinct

To enable development within the Port Nikau Precinct in accordance
with the underlying Zones by the introduction of development
controls.

PNP-P2 –
Infrastructure and
Services

To ensure the efficient provision of three waters infrastructure for the
Port Nikau Precinct by the assessment of potential infrastructure
requirements based upon the demand generated by proposed land
uses.

PNP-P3 – Transport
and Access

To ensure the provision of an effective, efficient and safe transport
roading network, including alternative modes of transport and public
transport by requiring the assessment of the development on the
Port Nikau Precinct on the transport network.

PNP-P4 – Reverse
Sensitivity

To avoid adverse reverse sensitivity effects of sensitive activities in
close proximity to the Heavy Industrial Zone by controlling activities
in the Buffer and Transitional Areas and by imposing sound
insulation requirements for noise sensitive activities in all other
areas.

PNP-P5 – Ecological
Values

To recognise the existing bird wader habitat of ecological
significance by providing a buffer along the south-western boundary
of the precinct between the habitat and any proposed development.

PNP-P6 – Open
Space

To provide open space, connections and access to the Ccoastal
Mmarine Aarea by protecting the harbour edge shared space and
creating pedestrian and cycle way links.

PNP-P7 – Marine
Industry

To recognise the importance of marine industry and marine retail
activities to the Port Nikau Precinct, acknowledging the historical port
and enabling such activities within the harbour edge shared space in
the Light Industrial Zone and Port Nikau Precinct.

Rules

PNP-R1

Any Activity
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
Resource consent is not required under any rule of the District Plan under
one of the following underlying zones, unless otherwise stated in the Port
Nikau Precinct:
a. High-density Medium Density Residential Zone
b. Mixed Use Zone
c. Local Commercial Centre Zone

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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d. Light Industrial Zone
e. Heavy Industrial Zone
f. Open Space and Recreation Zone
Resource consent is required in accordance with PNP-R1.1 the application
shall comply with information requirement PNP-REQ1.
The activity is not prohibited under any rule in the District Plan.
Notes:
1. The activity shall comply with all other District Wide and Resource Area
rules of the District Plan unless stated otherwise in the PNP.
2. Where resource consent is required the application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ1.
PNP-R-New1

Minor Buildings
Activity Status: Permitted
1.

PNP-R2

Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rule PNP-R2.

Building and Major Structure Setback
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
Any building and major structure
complies with the relevant Zone
setback rules except setback from
Mean High Water Springs.
Any building not located within:
a. Tthe harbour edge shared space.

Matters of discretion:
Provision of pedestrian and cycle
assess and link along the harbour
edge shared space.
Integration with the harbour edge
shared space.
Design and layout of development
that:
a. Responds to the shared space
and coastal marine area.
b. Creates connectivity for all
movement types.
c. Management of stormwater.
d. Maintenance of public access to
shared space and coastal
marine area.
e. Protection of ecological values
of the ecological buffer and the
area adjacent to the southwestern boundary of the Port
Nikau Precinct.
The following policies will not apply to
the Port Nikau Precinct:

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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a.
b.
c.
d.

MUZ-P7 Esplanade Areas
LCZ-P12 Water Setbacks
LIZ-P5 Esplanade Areas
HIZ-P6 Esplanade Areas

Note: Any application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ2.
PNP-R3

Any Subdivision and/or Activity
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
The activity increases the number
of traffic movements from the Port
Nikau Precinct by 200 one way
movements.
Any subdivision of any allotment
within the Port Nikau Precinct larger
than 7,500m2.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Note: Any application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ31

Matters of Ddiscretion:
The impact of the proposal on
adjacent and linking public roading
infrastructure and networks.
The protection of the railway line.
The impact of the proposal on the
intersection of State Highway and
Rewa Rewa Road if the level of
service is proposed to be
exceeded.
Note: Any application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ31.
PNP-R4

Commercial Activities
Activity Status: Discretionary

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Non-Complying

Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.
1.2. The activity does not front a major
road.

Note: Any application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ1
and 3.

Note: Any application shall comply with
information requirement PNP-REQ1
and 3.

ROR Recommendation

January 2020
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PNP-R5

Sensitive Activity wWithin tThe Buffer Area

PNP-R6

Residential Activity wWithin tThe Transition Area

PNP-R7

Visitor Accommodation Activity wWithin tThe Buffer Area

PNP-R8

Building and/or Structure wWithin tThe Ecological Buffer
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

PNP-R9

Commercial or Retail Activity wWithin tThe Buffer Area
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity includes:
a.
b.

Outdoor eating or outdoor dining area.
Reception area (client or customer waiting area).

Rule Requirements
PNP-REQ1

Commercial or Retail Activity within the Buffer Area Information Requirement Urban Design Assessment

Urban
Design

1. Any application shall include an urban design assessment prepared by a
suitably qualified and experienced professional which details:
a. Any consultation undertaken as part of any pre-application meetings
with Council and any mitigation measures that were recommended by
Council.
b. How the proposal is consistent with best practice urban design, the
relevant objectives and policies and the relevant zone building bulk and
location standards.
c. The effects on the neighbourhood character, residential amenity, safety
and the surrounding residential area, with particular regard to building
bulk, location and design and parking and transport.
d. Consideration of potential effects on adjacent neighbours.
e. The extent to which the site layout and any proposed landscaping helps
to avoid or minimise the impacts on adjacent streets and public spaces
or adjacent residential sites.
Note: Acceptable means of compliance and best practice urban design
guidance is contained within Whangarei District Council’s Urban Design
Guidelines.
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PNP-REQ2

Commercial or Retail Activity within the Buffer Area Information Requirement –
Harbour Edge Shared Space Assessment

Harbour
Edge
Shared
Space

1. Any application shall include an assessment of environmental effects
prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced professional which shall
contain the following information:
a. Context analysis, including how development will integrate with existing
and future open space, pedestrian and cycleway access to and long the
Ccoastal Mmarine Aarea.
b. Details of the operational need of the activity to locate within the
harbour edge shared space, including Ccoastal Mmarine Aarea access
points.
c. Urban and landscape design of the proposed activity including how it
will be designed and operated to minimizse disruption of the shared
space.
d. Assessment of the proposed areas of open space to be provided
including the:
i. Location, dimensions, and area of land.
ii. Connections between areas of open space.
iii. Provision of pedestrian and cycle access to and along the Ccoastal
Mmarine Aarea.
iv. Locations of where public access to the Ccoastal Mmarine Aarea.
e. The location of proposed building areas and access, and the extent to
which the proposal will mitigate adverse visual effects on the Ccoastal
Mmarine Aarea.

PNP-REQ3

Commercial or Retail Activity within the Buffer Area Information Requirement –
Traffic Impact Assessment

Traffic

1.

Any application shall be accompanied by an Integrated Traffic
Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced traffic
engineer which provides:
i. a. An assessment of vehicle trip generation and distribution based on
the maximum development that can take place in terms of this Precinct.
The assessment shall detail the assumptions upon which the
assessment is made.
ii.
b. An assessment of how the proposed development will take into
account existing development or approved resource consents and the
impacts to and on the roading network including:
a) i. Port Road from the Port Nikau Environment Precinct to the
intersection with Kioreroa Road (including the level crossing on or
connecting to Port Road).
b) ii. Port Road from Kioreroa Road to the intersection with Okara Drive
(southern intersection).
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c) iii. Okara Drive from the intersection with Port Road to Porowini
Avenue intersection (under construction).
d) iv. Okara Drive from Porowini Avenue to Port Road (North
intersection).
e) v. Okara Drive from Port Road (North intersection) to Reyburn Street
/ Herekino Street intersection.
f) vi. Kioreroa Road from the intersection with Port Road to Rewa
Rewa Road.
g) vii. Rewa Rewa Road from the intersection with Kioreroa Road to
State Highway
h) viii. Intersection of Gumdigger Place and Kioreroa Road.
Note: The roads and intersections detailed above shall be
considered to be the maximum extent of the roading network
potentially affected by the development of all or part of the Port
Nikau Environment Precinct and therefore any requirements for
upgrading shall be the result of assessed impacts on this portion of
the roading network only. Any assessment of the impacts of the
roading network are to firstly consider the current level of service
that the road and/or intersection is performing at, to ensure that only
new effects are considered.
i. c. An assessment of the impacts of the full development of the Port Nikau
Precinct in terms of (I 1) above on traffic operations on existing local
roads, level crossings and State Highways including intersections.
ii. d. Consideration of any current roading strategies prepared by or on
behalf of the WDC and the New Zealand Transport Agency, including
any relevant Regional and National Transport strategies.
iii. e. Consideration of alternative means of transport (e.g. public transport,
provision for walking and cycling) that will reduce reliance on single
occupancy motor vehicle trips.
iv. f. All proposed internal roading networks, connections to existing roads
and any additional new roading links external to the Port Nikau Precinct
which are necessary to support the permitted levels of development
identified in (I 1) above.
v. g. A peer review of the assessment undertaken by or on behalf of the
New Zealand Transport Agency which confirms that there is sufficient
capacity or planned capacity within the State Highway network to
accommodate the predicted increase in traffic.
vi. h. A demonstration that traffic generation by the proposed development
will not cause a reduction in the existing Level of Service for traffic
movements at the intersection on State Highway 1.
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PREC4
Light and Heavy Industry Setback from Water
Exemption Precinct (SWEP)
Issues
The Light and Heavy Industry Setback from Water Exemption Precinct recognises the
functional and operational need for industrial activities, particularly marine industry in close
proximity to the coastal marine area.
Objectives
SWEP– O1 - Water
Setbacks

Recognise the functional and operational need for industrial
activities, particularly marine industry to be located within the setback
from Mean High Water Springs.

Policies
SWEP– P1 - Water
Setbacks

SWEP– R1

To recognise the functional and operational need for industrial
activities, particularly marine industry to be located within the setback
from the coastal marine area by applying an exemption to the
setback rules.

Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. All buildings and major structures comply with:
a. LIZ-R3(1)a, b, and c.
b. HIZ-R3(1)a, b, and c.
Note: All buildings within SWEP are exempt from compliance with LIZR3(1)d and HIZ-R3(1)d.
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Issues
The Port Nikau Development Area (PNDA) enables the development of a liveable, mixed use
environment where people can practically live, work and play within the area with a specific
focus on amenity values, urban design and open space.
The following underlying zones apply in the PNDA:
• Medium Density Residential Zone
• Local Commercial Centre Zone
 Mixed Use Zone
The PNDA has a suite of objectives, policies, and rules that will guide the assessment of
resource consent applications. The rules require development to proceed in accordance with
PNDA development Plans and Building Typologies included in the chapter.
The objectives, policies and rules of the underlying zones do not apply to development under
the PNDA, except in circumstances stated in the PNDA provisions.
PNDA Plans are attached to this chapter and include:








Underlying Zone PNDA plan;
Sub-Area PNDA plan;
Residential Area A building typologies;
Residential Area B building typologies;
Residential Area C building typologies;
Residential A and Local Commercial Area spatial layout plans;
Street cross – sections.

The district wide objectives, policies and rules of the Subdivision Chapter does not apply to
development in the PNDA unless otherwise stated in the PNDA provisions.
All other district wide objectives, policies and rules shall apply to development in the PNDA
unless otherwise stated in the PNDA provisions.

Objectives

PNDA-O1 – Urban
Design

Create a strong sense of place through application of urban design

PNDA-O2 –
Infrastructure

Ensure adequate provision of infrastructure and services to meet

principles.

development capacity while recognising the impacts of development
on existing infrastructure networks.

PNDA-O3 – Reverse
Sensitivity

Manage reverse sensitivity effects between Zones and between
incompatible land use activities.

1
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PNDA-O4 – Range of
Activities

Provide for mixed use development, including commercial,
community and residential activities, that:
1.

Provides for the community’s social and economic needs;

2.

Improves community access to goods, services, community
facilities, and opportunities for social interaction;

3.

Manages adverse effects on the environment;

4.

Does not undermine the vitality and viability of the City Centre;

5.

Creates high levels of internal amenity through good quality
urban design.

PNDA-O5 –
Biodiversity

Development of the site allows for the maintenance of existing (pre-

PNDA-06 – Open
Space

To incorporate open space for recreation and public access to the

development) ecological values.

coastal marine area.

Policies
PNDA-P1 – Urban

Discourage development which is not consistent with the urban design

Design (Overall

principles in the PNDA plans.

Development
Structure)
PNDA-P2 – Built

To achieve high quality urban design outcomes by enabling medium

Form

density housing and providing for a mix of housing typologies to
encourage a diverse community consistent with the PNDA plans.

PNDA-P3 – Street

To ensure the provision of an effective, effective and safe transport

Networks and

network:

Formation

1.

A simple and legible street layout.

2.

A street network that is linked to a well-connected movement
system with choice of travel direction, and easy access to the
Town Centre.

3.

That streets are aligned to create viewshafts to the water, Town
Centre, the central park, and the southern park.

4.

The inclusion of park-side-streets to maximise the visibility of
public reserves to create safe and active green spaces.

2
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PNDA-P4 –

To ensure that new lots and development are appropriately serviced

Reticulated

by:

Infrastructure

1) Either

Services

a. Requiring new lots to have a connection to reticulated
infrastructure services (water, sewer, stormwater, electricity
and telecommunications); or
b. In the case of super lots, demonstrating that infrastructure
services can be provided to the future lots upon further
subdivision; and
2) Considering alternative locations for three waters infrastructure
where there are reduced road widths in accordance with the
PNDA street network and cross sections, and trees within berms
that could adversely affect underground infrastructure.

PNDA-P5 – Reverse

To avoid, remedy, or mitigate adverse reverse sensitivity effects of

Sensitivity

sensitive activities by managing the design and location of sensitive
activities in proximity to commercial and industrial activities in the
neighbouring Light Industrial zones.

PNDA-P6 –

To recognise the existing wader bird habitat of ecological significance

Ecological Values

by retaining the existing open water buffer between the south-western
boundary of the PNDA and the wader bird habitat (on the outer edge
of the mangroves).

PNDA-P7 – Open
Space

To provide open space that:
1.

Meets the recreational needs applicable to the density of
development.

2.

Facilitates public access to the CMA, recognising that some
activities have an operational necessity to be located within
riparian and coastal margins and that in some instances the
exclusion of public access is necessary.

PNDA-P8 – Mixed

To manage potential adverse effects of non-residential uses by

Use

confining commercial and community uses (other than home
occupations) to the Mixed Use Area.
3
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PNDA-P9 – Town

Discourage development that does not achieve the following

Centre

outcomes for the Town Centre:
1.

A simple and legible street layout.

2.

Enhanced vehicle circulation.

3.

The linking of landmarks, such as the tide gauge building, the
waterfront edge, and the marina, with strongly defined
pedestrian and vehicle routes.

4.

Buildings, public spaces, and street networks designed to create
view shafts to the water, tide gauge building, and plaza.

5.

Breaks in built form on the main street to ensure visibility of the
plaza and public areas in order to create safe and active green
spaces.

6.

A tree lined main street and a network of open spaces.

7.

Orientation of public areas to the north and west for solar gain
where practicable.

PNDA-P10

To encourage design and layout of subdivision that achieves the

Subdivision

following:
1.

Lots are shaped and sizeds to allow generous sunlight to living
and outdoor spaces, and to provide high levels of onsite amenity
and privacy.

2.

Where possible, lots are located so that they over-look and front
the road and open spaces.

3.

The creation of multiple rear sites is limited, and where
practicable avoided.

All Zones
PNDA-Rnew1

Any Activity

1.

The underlying zone shall apply as identified on the District Plan Zone maps.

2.

Areas shall apply as identified on the PNDA-Areas Map.
4
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3.

The rules of the underlying zone shall apply unless otherwise stated in the PNDA rules.

4.

The rules of the area shall apply unless otherwise stated in the PNDA rules.

PNDA-R1

Any Activity

Commented [MM1]: Exemptions from TRA-R15 and TRAR16 and the TWM chapter would be added to here if the
commissioners were minded to accept this submission
point.

1. Except for (2) below, the relevant rules of the district wide chapters apply unless
otherwise stated in the PNDA rules.
2. The rules of the district wide Subdivision chapter do not apply to the PNDA.

PNDA-R2
1.

Removal of PNDA

The PNDA will be removed from the District Plan (and the underlying zone and all
district wide rules will apply):
a. When development in the PNDA is complete; or
b. In whole or in part upon agreement between the landowner and the Council.

2.

Development is deemed to be complete when:
a.

In the case of a residential or commercial lot, the lot has been developed to its
fullest extent.

b.

In the case of infrastructure, infrastructure has been installed in accordance with
the PNDA.

PNDA-R3
1.

Financial Contributions

Any road upgrading or provision of public open space required under rules PNDA-R5
and PNDA-R6 may be provided in accordance with the Financial Contributions chapter

Commented [MM2]: PNJV is seeking that the word
“may” be replaced with “shall”. There is no agreement with
WDC on this point.

(Chapter 80) of the Whangarei District Plan.

PNDA-R4

Minor Buildings
5
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Activity Status: Permitted
1.

PNDA-R5

Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rules PNDA-R9 to PNDA–R13,
PNDA-R39 and PNDA-R67 to PNDA-R72.

Street and Pedestrian Networks
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Matters of discretion:

All s Streets and footpaths
are:

1.

Alternative location of open space

2.

Consistency with Consideration of

and impact on PNDA layout.

a. Located in accordance
with the PNDA Plans.

the Whangarei District Council

b. Formed in accordance

Engineering Standards.

with the PNDA ‘Street
Sections’ plans.

3.

Urban design best practice.

4.

Traffic and pedestrian safety and

5.

Vesting of streets and the split of

efficiency.
linear parks between road to vest
and reserve to vest with Whangarei
District Council.

PNDA-R6

Open space
Activity status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

All Open Space is spatially
located

provided

Matters for discretion:

in 1.

accordance with the PNDA
Plans.

Alternative location of open space and
impact on PNDA layout.

2.

Consistency with Consideration of the
Whangarei District Council Engineering
Standards.

3.

Urban design and landscape best
practice.
6
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4.

Pedestrian safety and efficiency.

5.

Vesting of open space with Whangarei
District Council.

PNDA-R7

Subdivision
Activity Status: Controlled

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PNDA-R7.1 a - c:

Where:

Discretionary

1. Every Super Lot:
a. Spatially aligns with the relevant

PNDA plans, including the street Activity Status when compliance not
network

and

the

accommodate
housing

ability

the

to achieved with PNDA-R7.2:

relevant

and/or

building

typologies.

Restricted Discretionary
Matters for discretion:

b. Every allotment that does not 1.

Alternative location of open space

contain an existing dwelling or

and impact on PNDA layout.

residential unit building at the 2.

Consideration of the Whangarei

time of subdivision (excluding

District Council Engineering

super

lots)

is

accommodating

capable
the

Standards.

of

housing 3.

practice.

and/or building typologies under
4.

the PNDA plans and rules.
c. Every
contain

allotment
an

that

existing

Urban design and landscape best
Pedestrian safety and efficiency.

does

dwelling

residential unit or building at the
time of subdivision (including unit
titles) complies with the PNDA
permitted activity rules.
2. Open Space is spatially located in
accordance with the PNDA Plans.
Matters over which control is
reserved

7
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1.

The ability to site appropriate
housing building typologies within
the proposed lots.

2.

Fire rating on boundaries.

3.

Compliance with the relevant
PNDA plans and standards.

4.

The provision, location, design,
capacity, connection, upgrading,
staging and integration of
infrastructure in accordance with
the PNDA plans and rules.

5.

The staged provision of park and/or
public land (including public open
space), spatially in accordance with
the PNDA plans and rules.

6.

Public access to the CMA in
accordance with the PNDA plans.

7.

The need for consent notices to
manage future built form on super
lots, particularly the relationship of
this built form with potential
development on adjacent lots.

PNDA-R8

Rural Production Activity

Activity status: Non Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

Medium-Density Residential Underlying Zone

8
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PNDA-R9

Any Building and Major Structure in Residential Area A
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity

Status

achieved:

Where:
1. The building complies with the
Building Typology shown on the
PNDA plans.

when

compliance

Discretionary

not

Restricted

Discretionary
Matters for discretion:
1. The general urban design principles
depicted on the PNDA plans.

2. Buildings are located within the
sites in accordance within the site

2. Shading and privacy for adjoining
properties.

in accordance with the locations

3. The privacy of occupants.

shown on the PNDA plans.

4. Effects on amenity values.
5. Road frontage domination.
6. Access to private open space.

PNDA-RNew2

Any Building and Major Structure in Residential Area B and C
Activity Status: Permitted

Status

when

compliance

not

achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity

Buildings comply with one of
the Area B and C Building
Typologies as shown on the
PNDA plans and where they
are located and orientated in

Matters for discretion:
1. The general urban design principles
depicted on the PNDA plans.
2. Shading and privacy for adjoining
properties.

accordance with the

3. The privacy of occupants.

following criteria:

4. Effects on amenity values.

a. For sites with a single

5. Road frontage domination.

frontage, the front façade

6. Access to private open space.

of the building shall
include a window from a
habitable room and a door
as the main entrance
within the front façade that

9
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these are clear and
visible.
b. For sites with multiple
public frontages, the
building shall:
i.

Provide pedestrian
access to each
frontage; and

ii.

Include a kitchen,
dining room, living
room or bedroom to
each frontage; and

iii.

Articulate each building
frontage as if it is a
front façade; and

iv.

Shall locate the garage
behind the front façade
if the building; and

v.

Shall maintain one roof
form that is extended
to the front of the
building for single
storey dwellings; and

vi.

Shall be setback from
road frontages a
minimum of 5.5m; and

vii.

Shall comply with
PNDA-R13; or

2. Buildings shall comply with
PNDA-R10-R12.

PNDAR10

Building and Major Structure Height

10
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Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

The maximum height of buildings
and major structures is 12m,

Matters for discretion:
1.

general

urban

design

except where the building or major

principles depicted on the PNDA

structure is located within 50m of

plans.

the CMA Residential Area A where

2.

the maximum height is 20m.

PNDAR11

The

Shading and privacy for adjoining
properties.

Building and Major Structure Setbacks

Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Buildings except within Residential
Area A, and major structures are

Matters for discretion:
1.

set back at least:

general

urban

design

principles for access to the CMA
depicted on the PNDA plans.

i. 10m from MHWS, and
ii. 2m from the road boundary.
2.

The

Any habitable room of a building is
set back at least 1m from side and
rear boundaries, except where a

2.

The privacy of occupants.

3.

Effects on amenity values.

4.

Road frontage domination.

5.

Access to private open space.

common wall between two
buildings on adjacent sites is
proposed.
3.

Any non-habitable building or nonhabitable room of a building is set
back at least 1m from side and rear
boundaries, allowing for a nil
setback of 7.5m on any single
boundary for a maximum total
building length of 10.5 m on all
boundaries.
11
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PNDAR12

Building Bulk in Relation to Boundary

Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Any part of a building, except within
Residential Area A that is greater

Matters for discretion:
1.

than 3.5m in height is confined
within the arms of a single 150°

on site.
2.

angle formed by two lines

Sufficient
outdoor

intersecting at a common point on
any side or rear boundary such that

Privacy and amenity of occupants
sunlight
areas

and

access

to

habitable

rooms within the site.
3.

The proximity of the site to

each line forms an angle of 15°

communal or public open space

with that boundary, except that:

that has the potential to mitigate

a.

This rule does not apply where
a common wall between two

any lack of private outdoor living
space.

buildings on adjacent sites is
proposed.
Note: Measurements for PNDA-R12(2)
can be taken from the furthest
boundary when adjoining an access
lot/access leg.

PNDAR13

Outdoor Living Courts

Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Matters for discretion:

Every residential unit:
a.

With one or more habitable
rooms at ground floor level

1. Privacy and amenity of occupants
on site.

provides for an outdoor living

12
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court of at least 20m² and at

2. Sufficient

least 4m depth.
b.

3. The

bedrooms provides an outdoor

to

proximity of the

site to

communal or public open space
that has the potential to mitigate

living court of at least 6m² and

any lack of private outdoor living

at least 1.8m depth.

space.

With all habitable rooms

Notification:

above ground with 3 or more

2.

access

within the site.

With all habitable rooms
above ground floor with 1 or 2

c.

sunlight

outdoor areas and habitable rooms

bedrooms provides an outdoor

Any restricted discretionary activity

living court of at least 10m²

under PNDA-R29 shall not require the

and at least 2.4m depth.

written consent of affected persons
and shall not be notified or limited

The outdoor living court is able to

notified unless special circumstances

receive direct sunlight for at least 5

exist under section 95A(4) of the RMA,

hours on the winter solstice over at

1991.

last 50% of the minimum space
required under PNDA-R10 above.

PNDAR14

Fences

Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Fences do not exceed a height
of 2m above ground level,

Matters for discretion:
1.

except in front yards where the

2.

Effects on the amenity value of the
streetscape.

maximum height does not

2.

CPTED.

exceed 1.2m.

3.

Privacy and amenity of occupants on

Notwithstanding (1) above, the

site.

maximum height of fences in
front yards is 2m where living
courts are located at the front of
the dwelling.
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3.

Any fence within 3m of a road
boundary is at least 50%
visually permeable for any
portion above 1m high.

4.

Fences adjoining a public open
space area are at least 50%
visually permeable for any
portion above 1.5m high.

5.

Fencing is not fortified with
barbed wire, broken glass or
any form of electrification.

PNDA-R15

Landscaping
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

At least 25% of the net site
area is in lawn or planted.

PNDAR16

Garages

Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Any ground floor garage which
faces the street occupies less than
40% of the site frontage.; or

2.

The garage has a frontage
exceeding 40%;
i.

The garage complies with the
PNDA building typology in
accordance with PNDA-R9 or
PNDA-RNew2; and
14
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ii.

Any adjoining site has an
existing single garage.

PNDAR17

Hours of Operation

Activity status: Permitted

Activity

when

compliance

not

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Status

Any non-residential activity
operates or is open for visitors,
clients, deliveries or servicing
between the hours of 0600 –
1800.

PNDA-R18

Principle Residential Unit

PNDA-R19

Minor Residential Unit
Activity status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1. Every principal residential unit provides
a Net Floor Area of at least:
a. For 1 bedroom – 45m².
b. For 2 bedrooms – 70m².
c. For 3 bedrooms – 90m²
d. For more than 3 bedrooms – 90m²
plus 20m² per additional bedroom.
2. Every residential unit provides a living
area that can receive direct sunlight for
at least 5 hours on the winter solstice.

Matters of discretion:
1. The design, size and layout of
buildings to provide appropriate
privacy and amenity of occupants
on-site.
Notification:
Any restricted discretionary
activity under PNDA-R18-R19
shall not require the written
consent of affected persons and
shall not be notified or limited
notified unless special
circumstances exist under
section 95A(4) of the RMA 1991.
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Activities in Residential Areas ‘A’ and ‘B’
PNDA-R20

Retail Activity

PNDA-R21

Commercial Services

PNDA-R22

Food and Beverage Activity

PNDA-R23

Care Centre

PNDA-R24

Visitor Accommodation
Activity status: Permitted

compliance not achieved:

Where:
1.

Activity Status when

The activity is ancillary to a residential

Discretionary

unit on the site.
2.

The principal operator of the activity is a
permanent resident on the site.

3.

The activity does not include, before
0800 or after 1600 on any day, the
operation of machinery, receiving of
customers or the loading or unloading of
vehicles.

4.

The activity generates less than 20
traffic movements per day.

5.

There is no carparking between the
residential unit and the road.

6.

In addition to the principal operator the
activity has no more than two persons
engaged in providing the activity.

7.

The activity does not exceed the use of
15% of the total GFA of all buildings on
the site.

8.

The total area of signage is less than
0.25m² per site.
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9.

There is no illuminated or flashing
signage.

10. No more than 6 tariff-paid visitors are
staying on-site at any one time.
11. Each visitor accommodation unit
provides an outdoor living court of at
least 6m² and at least 1.8m depth.

PNDA-R25

Supported Residential Care

PNDA-R26

Retirement Village Premises
Activity status: Permitted
Where:
1.

PNDA-R27

The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

Multi Unit Development
Activity status: Restricted Discretionary

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

The activity complies with PNDA-R3
to PNDA-R6 and PNDA-R10.

Matters of discretion:
1.

Privacy and amenity of the occupants

2.

Sufficient sunlight access to outdoor

of the site.
living space and habitable rooms
within the site.
3.

The proximity of the site to communal
public open space that has the
potential to mitigate any lack of
private outdoor living space.
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4.

The suitability of the area for
increased residential density
including:
a. The availability and accessibility
of open space, public amenities
and commercial activities.
b. Capacity and availability of
infrastructure.
c. Road access and effects on
transport, including availability of
public and/or active transport
options.

Notification:
Any restricted discretionary activity under
PNDA-R17 shall not require the written
consent of affected persons and shall not
be notified or limited notified unless
special circumstances exist under section
95A(4) of the RMA 1991.

PNDA-R28

Place of Assembly

PNDA-R29

Emergency Services

PNDA-R30

Recreational Facilities

PNDA-R31

Educational Facilities
Activity status: Discretionary
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

PNDA-R32

Entertainment Facilities

PNDA-R33

Service Stations

PNDA-R34

Funeral Home
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PNDA-R35

Hospital

PNDA-R36

Industrial Activities

PNDA-R37

General Commercial

PNDA-R38

General Community
Activity status: Non Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

Mixed Use Underlying Zone
PNDA-R39

Building and Major Structures
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

Buildings and Major
Structures
a. Comply with PNDAR9; and
b. Comply with PNDAR13

PNDA-R40

Hours of Operation
Activity status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

Any non-residential activity
operates or is open for
visitors, clients, deliveries or
servicing between the hours
of 0600 – 1800.

PNDA-R41

Principal Residential Unit
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PNDA-R42

Minor Residential Unit
Activity status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1. The activity complies with rules
PNDA-R18 and PNDA-R19.

Matters of discretion:
1.

The design, size and layout of

buildings to provide appropriate
privacy and amenity of occupants onsite.
Notification:
Any restricted discretionary activity
under PNDA-R18-R19 shall not
require the written consent of affected
persons and shall not be notified or
limited notified unless special
circumstances exist under section
95A(4) of the RMA 1991.
Activities for Residential Area ‘C’
PNDA-R43

Trade Supplier

PNDA-R44

Grocery Store

PNDA-R45

General Retail

PNDA-Rnew3

Food and Beverage Activity

PNDA-Rnew4

Care Centre
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Any individual activity is less

2.

The activity is a primary activity

than 300m² per site.
or ancillary activity.
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PNDA-R46

Commercial Services

PNDA-R47

Visitor Accommodation

PNDA-R48

Place of Assembly

PNDA-R49

Recreational Facilities

PNDA-R50

Emergency Services

PNDA-R51

Educational Facilities

Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

PNDA-R52

Standalone Car Parking Facility

PNDA-R53

Drive Through Facilities

PNDA-R54

Food and Beverage Activity

PNDA-R55

Entertainment Facilities

PNDA-R56

Service Stations

PNDA-R57

Care Centre

PNDA-R58

General Commercial

PNDA-R59

General Community

Activity Status: Discretionary
Where:
1.

The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

PNDA-R60

Industrial Activities

PNDA-R61

Motor Vehicle Sales

PNDA-R62

Garden Centres

PNDA-R63

Marine Retail

PNDA-R64

Hire Premise
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PNDA-R65

Funeral Home

PNDA-R66

Hospital

Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.
Local Commercial Centre Underlying Zone
PNDA-R67

Building and Major Structures
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where
1. Buildings and Major Structures
are located in accordance with:
a. Comply with:
i.

The relevant PNDA

ii.

PNDA-R68 to R72.

Plan; and

PNDA-R68

Building and Major Structure Height
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

The

maximum

height

of

buildings or major structures is
20m.

PNDA-R69

Building and Major Structure Setbacks from MHWS
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:

Matters of discretion:
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1.

2.

Any building or major structure

1. The

general

urban

design

is set back: I in accordance with

principles for access to the CMA

the PNDA plans; or

depicted on the PNDA plans.

Any building or major structure
is set back at least 10m from
MHWS.

PNDA-R70

Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

Buildings or major structures are
set back in accordance with the
PNDA plans; or

2. Buildings or major structures are
set back:
a. 5m from a boundary that
adjoins a Residential or Open
Space Zone.
b. 0.5m from a road boundary at
ground floor level for the
entire length of the street
frontage, except:
(i) A setback of up to 1.5m
for a maximum width of
2.5m to allow for a
recessed pedestrian
entrance.

PNDA-R71

Building Frontages
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
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1. At least 65% of the building
frontage is clear glazing.
2. At least 65% of the building
frontage at ground floor is clear
glazing.
3. The principal public entrance to
the building is situated to face the
road where the building is on a
front site.
4. There are no roller doors (except
emergency services and security
grils which allow views from the
street into the premises) along
the site frontage.

PNDA-R72

Verandahs
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

All buildings fronting a road
provides a verandah:
a.

Along at least 90% of the
frontage of the building.

b.

That is at least 3m above the
footpath and no more than
4m above the footpath.

c.

That has a minimum width of
1.5m and a maximum width
of 2.5m and is set back at
least 0.5m from the kerb line.

d.

That has a maximum facia
height of 0.5m.

PNDA-R73

Fences
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Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1. The fence is along a site frontage
and is required by a by-law or for
public health and safety; or
2. The fence is along a road
boundary.
3. Fencing within 1m of any side or
rear boundary is no higher than
2m.

PNDA-R74

Outdoor Storage and Stockpiles
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

Any outdoor area of storage or
stockpile:
a. Complies with PNDA-R67 and
PNDA-R70.
b. Is screened from view from
public places and surrounding
residential or open space zone
sites.

PNDA-R75

Carparking
Activity Status: Permitted

achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

All carparking is spatially
positioned in accordance with

Matters of discretion:
1.

the PNDA town centre plan.
2.

of transport (including walking

The number of car parking
spaces required for individual

Availability of alternative modes
and public transport);

2.

Trip generation.
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activities complies with TRA-

3.

Public amenity values.

Appendix 1, except that:
a. Spaces may be provided
within the road reserve or on
common land if consistent
with the PNDA town centre
plan.
b. The overall number of
spaces is at least the number
of spaces shown on the
PNDA town centre plan
(Note: this does not preclude
additional spaces being
provided on a voluntary
basis).

PNDA-R76

Hours of Operation
Activity status: Permitted

achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance not

Any non-residential activity
operates or is open for visitors,
clients, deliveries or servicing
between the hours of 0600 –
2200 where the activity is
located closer than 50m from a
boundary with a residential
zone.

PNDA-R77

Principal Residential Unit

PNDA-R78

Minor Residential Unit
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Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance
not

Where:
1.

Every

principal

residential

unit

provides an internal area (excluding
garages) of at least:

achieved:

Restricted

Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1.

The design, size and layout of

a. For 1 bedroom – 45 m²

buildings

to

provide

b. For 2 bedrooms – 70 m²

appropriate

privacy

c. For 3 bedrooms – 90 m²

amenity of occupants on-site.

and

d. For more than three bedrooms –
90 m² plus 12 m² for each additional
bedroom.
2.

Any 1

bedroom residential unit

provides an outdoor living court of at
least 4 m² and at least 1.5 m depth.
3. Any 2+ bedroom residential unit
contains an outdoor living courts of at
least 8 m² and at least 2.4 m depth.
4. Every residential unit is above ground
floor.

PNDA-R79

Grocery Stores
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance
not achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

The GFA does not exceed 500m².

2.

The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

PNDA-R80

Commercial Services

PNDA-R81

Food and Beverage Activity

PNDA-R82

General Retail
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Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance
not achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1. Any individual activity is less than 300m²
per site.
2. The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

PNDA-R83 Artisan Industrial Activities
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance
not achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

2.

Any individual activity is less than 300
m² GFA per site.

3.

The goods sold on site are also
manufactured on site, provided that the
retailing is ancillary to the
manufacturing. For this rule
manufacturing excludes activities which
comprise only the packaging, labelling,
sorting, mixing or assembling of
premade products.

4.

Any outdoor area associated with the
activity is not located between the front
of the building and the road.

PNDA-R84

Place of Assembly

PNDA-R85

Entertainment Facilities

PNDA-R86

Recreational Facilities

PNDA-R87

Emergency Services
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PNDA-R88

Educational Facilities
Activity Status: Permitted

not achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1.

Activity Status when compliance

The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

2.

Any individual activity is less than
1,000 m² GFA per site.

3.

Any outdoor area associated with
the activity is not located between
the front of the building and the
road.

PNDA-R89

Visitor Accommodation
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

PNDA-R90

Marine Retail

PNDA-R91

Motor Vehicle Sale

PNDA-R92

Garden Centres

PNDA-R93

Trade Suppliers

PNDA-R94

Supported Residential Care

PNDA-R95

Care Centre

PNDA-R96

Retirement Village

PNDA-R97

Drive-through Facility

PNDA-R98

Service Station

PNDA-R99

Funeral Home
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PNDA-R100

Hospital
Activity Status: Discretionary
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or
ancillary activity.

PNDA-R101

General Industry

PNDA-R102

Manufacturing and Storage

PNDA-R103

Repair and Maintenance

PNDA-R104

Marine Industry

PNDA-R105

Hire Premise Activities
Activity Status: Non Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity
or ancillary activity.

PNDA-R106

Waste Management Facility

PNDA-R107

Landfill
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity
or ancillary activity.
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Ataria Sharman
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brett Hood <brett@reyburnandbryant.co.nz>
Friday, January 31, 2020 2:56 PM
Melissa Mcgrath
Port Nikau Development Area

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside Whangarei District Council. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Melissa
Following recent discussions in respect to the Port Nikau Development Area (PNDA) provisions, I can confirm that
the draft provisions attached to the Council right of reply are generally acceptable to Port Nikau Joint Venture
(PNJV) with the following exceptions:
1. PNJV remains of the view that provided a cap is imposed on the number of residential units and business gross
floor area, traffic and three waters capacity assessments should not be a requirement for development in the
PNDA.
2. PNJV remains of the view that the financial contributions rule PNDA-R3 should include the word “shall ” rather
than “may” such that it is compulsory rather than optional.
Finalisation of the PNDA provisions requires a suite of updated plans. To that end, PNJV undertakes to provide the
following plans by Friday 21 February 2020 (possibly sooner). The plans will be:









Underlying Zone PNDA plan;
Sub-Area PNDA plan;
Residential Area A building typologies;
Residential Area B building typologies
Residential Area C building typologies;
Residential A and Local Commercial Area spatial layout plans;
Street cross-sections.

Kind Regards

Brett Hood
Director

m 021 609 798 | p 09 438 3563 | f 09 438 0251
PO Box 191 Whangarei 0140 | www.reyburnandbryant.co.nz

Caution: This e-mail message and accompanying data may contain information that is confidential and subject to privilege. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message or data is prohibited. If you have received this e- mail in
error please notify reyburn@reyburnandbryant.co.nz immediately and delete all material pertaining to this e-mail.
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